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Abstract

This article investigates a much understudied aspect of the Scottish Enlightenment in general and Francis Hutcheson in particular: the conceptualization of friendship or sociability with reference to economic motivation. It illustrates three major claims. First, it argues that Hutcheson introduces economic thinking into moral philosophy, in direct opposition to Bernard Mandeville’s doctrine of egoism and antagonism against the Church’s appreciation of charity. Accordingly, his economic thought conveys religious sentiments, a fact frequently overlooked by modern historians. Second, departing from a moral philosophy of dualism—in which human nature is simultaneously self-interested and benevolent—Hutcheson argues for the
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importance of virtue, i.e., the beauty of the increasing capacity of benevolence for others’ benefits. The Hutchesonian optimistic view of an ethical community separates him from his students, Adam Smith among them. Concerned with economic development, Smith denies charity and benevolence positive places in the economic domain. Third, in keeping with his tenet of increasing virtue, Hutcheson upholds universal friendship. However, this universalism does not fit well into the political and social milieu of the French Revolution, which incubates a Whiggish conservative worldview that considers universalism unwanted.
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